1. Form the biohazard box and securely tape over the seam on the bottom of the box using standard 2” packing tape.

2. Insert the red biohazard bag into the biohazard box and begin filling the biohazard material.

3. Affix a properly completed Hazardous Material Label in the designated label area.

4. Once the biohazard box is full (maximum weight 40 lbs.), close the red bag by gathering and twisting the neck of the liner. Tie a single knot to secure the biohazard bag.
5. Fold the lid together and tape over the seam on the top of the box.

6. If your biohazard box contains Pathological or Chemotherapy waste, you MUST place the applicable tag on the biohazard box. These tags are supplied by your Waste Management Driver and/or EHS. Affix the hanging tag underneath the tape using the supplied wire or tape the tag to the side or top of the box.

For additional information, please contact Environmental Health and Safety at: 882-3736 or hazmat@missouri.edu